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Background: Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR) has been
studied as a therapeutic target in rodent models of stroke, parkinsonism, and spinal cord injury. Clinical
DBS trials have targeted the closely related pedunculopontine nucleus in patients with Parkinson’s
disease as a therapy for gait dysfunction, with mixed reported outcomes. Recent studies suggest that
optimizing the MLR target could improve its effectiveness.
Objective: We sought to determine if stereotaxic targeting and DBS in the midbrain of the pig, in a region
anatomically similar to that previously identified as the MLR in other species, could initiate and modulate
ongoing locomotion, as a step towards generating a large animal neuromodulation model of gait.
Methods: We implanted Medtronic 3389 electrodes into putative MLR structures in Yucatan micropigs to
characterize the locomotor effects of acute DBS in this region, using EMG recordings, joint kinematics,
and speed measurements on a manual treadmill.
Results: MLR DBS initiated and augmented locomotion in freely moving micropigs. Effective locomotor
sites centered around the cuneiform nucleus and stimulation frequency controlled locomotor speed and
stepping frequency. Off-target stimulation evoked defensive and aversive behaviors that precluded
locomotion in the animals.
Conclusion: Pigs appear to have an MLR and can be used to model neuromodulation of this gait-
promoting center. These results indicate that the pig is a useful model to guide future clinical studies
for optimizing MLR DBS in cases of gait deficiencies associated with such conditions as Parkinson’s
disease, spinal cord injury, or stroke.
© 2021 Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Locomotion is essential for survival and allows an animal to
navigate its environment for resources, mates, and shelter, or to
detect and escape predators and other threats. It includes walking,
running, swimming, flying, and slithering and is a complex and
stereotypically repetitive motor behavior requiring the
Paralysis, University of Miami
, 33136, USA.

n open access article under the C
coordination of numerous muscle synergies and other bodily sys-
tems. The brainstem is thought to coordinate the control of many of
these systems, including the integration and modulation of rele-
vant sensory (and cognitive) inputs and the direct and indirect
control of endocrine, cardiorespiratory, and musculoskeletal sys-
tems supporting locomotion [1]. The mesencephalic locomotor
region (MLR) is an important control node identified in the
midbrain of several species [2e5]. Electrophysiological and func-
tional imaging evidence of a homologous structure in humans also
exists [6,7], prompting interest in this region as a deep brain
stimulation (DBS) target for gait disorders [8].
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Abbreviations

MLR Mesencephalic Locomotor Region
DBS Deep brain stimulation
CnF Cuneiform nucleus
PPN Pedunculopontine nucleus
ChAT choline acetyltransferase
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Recently, several MLR optogenetic studies have provided new
insights into the circuit architecture of this region, distinguishing
cell populations from the more dorsally located cuneiform nucleus
(CnF) and the ventrally adjacent pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN)
[9e11]. These studies found that photostimulation of glutamatergic
CnF neurons robustly initiated locomotion with short latencies
[9e11], while photostimulation of cholinergic PPN neurons could
not [9,10]. Interestingly, these studies arrived at different in-
terpretations on the contributions of glutamatergic PPN neurons,
with two of the studies suggesting that photostimulation of this
population fails to initiate locomotion [10,11]. A third study how-
ever, suggests that this population initiates a slower, exploratory
type of locomotion [9]. These results have potential clinical
importance, since DBS studies targeting this region over the past 15
years have exclusively targeted the PPN, with few efforts to opti-
mize the target selection [12]. A pilot study of CnF-targeted DBS for
gait freezing in Parkinson’s disease patients is currently underway
[13].

While optogenetics allow for cell-type-specific activation of
neural circuits, technical challenges currently impede its clinical
use. Thus, electrical mapping in higher animals provides important
functional information that can be placed in the context of rodent
optogenetics data. A detailed and systematic electrical character-
ization of the MLR in a large animal model is an important trans-
lational step with the following goals in mind: 1) to empirically
identify optimal locations and stimulation parameters for electrical
control of locomotor output in this region; and 2) to describe po-
tential off-target effects, and develop strategies to minimize these
side-effects [14]. The pig is increasingly recognized as a trans-
lational model in the neurosciences [15e19]. In particular, pigs have
large, convoluted brains and spinal cords that are amenable to
in vivo imaging with medical-grade MRI and CT scanners, and adult
population-averaged brain templates have recently been devel-
oped for the Yucatan miniature breeds [20,21]. Furthermore, the
pig brain is large enough to accommodate commercially available
human DBS electrodes [15], making them a useful model for neu-
romodulation studies.
Materials and methods

Subjects

We tested 14 female Yucatan micropigs (Sus scrofa domesticus;
age range 7 monthse2 years; weight range at the time of testing:
22 kge60 kg). All subjects were acquired from the same swine
breeding facility (Sinclair BioResources, LLC), and housed either
individually or in pairs in light-, noise-, and temperature-controlled
pens. Only female animals were used as males obtain a size that
becomes prohibitive to safe handling, and they were kept out of
contact frommales to minimize variations in estrous cycle. Animals
were fed twice a day and given access to water ad libitum. All an-
imal research activities were approved by our local Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee.
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After the subjects were familiarized with the treadmill and open
field testing, they were surgically implanted with internal EMG
electrodes (Microprobes for Life Science, Gaithersburg, MD) to re-
cord flexor and extensor activity in the forelimbs and hindlimbs
during locomotion. This was followed by surgical implantation of
DBS electrodes (Medtronic 3389, Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN),
stereotaxically targeting the anatomical correlates (nuclei) of the
MLR described for other species. After recovery from surgery (7e10
days), animals underwent gait assessment to ensure there were no
gross deficits from DBS implantation, prior to assessment of the
behavioral responses to DBS. In treadmill experiments (N ¼ 10
animals), reflective ball markers were attached to key joints of the
animal to record kinematics data. Furthermore, limb EMG activity,
treadmill speed, and videos of the experiments were recorded,
during the testing of the various DBS electrodes and stimulation
parameters.

Surgical procedures

All surgical procedures were performed under sterile conditions
and using a mixture of telazole (8 mg/kg) and xylazine (1.5 mg/kg)
for anesthetic induction, and inhaled isoflurane (2%) for mainte-
nance after endotracheal intubation. The subject’s vitals were
monitored using pulse oximetry, ECG and temperature probes, and
non-invasive blood pressure cuffs.

EMG electrode implantation: A custom differential EMG device
was constructed by Microprobes for Life Science using Cooner
Teflon stranded stainless steel wires connected to a silicone
encased Samtec 36 pin connector (Samtec Inc., New Albany, IN).
Twowires were subcutaneously tunneled and implanted to each of
the following muscles: triceps brachii (lateral), brachialis, tibialis
anterior, lateral gastrocnemius. The connector was externalized and
secured through a small skin opening in the upper thoracic area.
When not being used, the device was carefully wrapped in a pro-
tective covering placed over the dorsum of the animal. Periodic
cleaning and maintenance of the device and the externalization
point allowed for chronic EMG recordings for three months.

DBS implantation and brain imaging: A custom-built MRI
compatible acrylic headframe was affixed to the pig skull at four
points along the zygoma using aluminum screws, along with a
palate bar. On the morning of surgery, a high-resolution T2-
weighted MRI of the subject’s brain was acquired in the head-
frame, with MRI fiducials for stereotaxic targeting. Data were ac-
quired using a Siemens 3T Trio MRI scanner (Siemens, Erlangen,
Germany) with Syngo MR Software (Numarus 4, VB-19). The im-
aging obtained was used to plan electrode trajectories targeting the
putative MLR based on anatomical landmarks such as the inferior
colliculus and the 4th ventricle. Over the course of the surgeries, we
intentionally incorporated a small range into the target coordinates
to sample different regions surrounding the putative MLR: on the P
6.0 mm coronal plane in the pig brain atlas [22], we targeted a
region 5e7 mm lateral to the midline, and between 4 and 10 mm
inferior to the origin in the supero-inferior axis. Trajectories were
planned using the freely available “A Medical Imaging Data
Examiner” (AMIDE, version 1.0.4) [23]. The subject was positioned
prone on a custom-built platform with openings for the limbs to
allow for intraoperative movements. Burr holes were drilled at the
planned entry points, and a micromanipulator attached to the
headframe was used to advance Medtronic 3389 DBS electrodes
(Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN) to the target. At the predicted
target, we briefly switched the anesthesia to dexmedetomidine
(0.2e1.5mcg/kg/h infusion) to allow for intraoperative stimulation
and EMG recordings. DBS electrodes were fixed to the burr holes
using dental cement and a plastic cap, and the proximal ends were
tunneled subcutaneously out to the dorsum of the neck, where they
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were externalized and secured through a small opening in the skin.
A post-operative CT scan was performed to confirm brain electrode
positions. Subjects recovered for one week after implantation sur-
gery prior to any DBS testing. When not being tested, the exter-
nalized electrodes were secured in a protective covering that was
affixed to the dorsum of the neck.
Open field behavioral assessments

For electrode stimulation and EMG recordings, the animals were
temporarily sedated with midazolam (0.4e2.0 mg/kg IM) and then
reversed with flumazenil (0.02e0.04 mg/kg IM), allowing connec-
tion of the DBS and EMG electrodes to a Ripple Neuro Grapevine
Scout system (Ripple LLC, Salt Lake City, UT). To prevent breakage of
the connections, the animals were outfitted with a custom-made
vest/harness to help protect the front ends and to facilitate ani-
mal handling. Electrical stimulation parameters evoking locomo-
tion for the open field and treadmill tests ranged from: 20e1000 mA
for current, 20e50Hz for frequency, and 200e1000ms for pulse
width. Based on these stimulation parameters and a conservative
estimate of the current-distance constant of K ¼ 500 mA/mm2 re-
ported in the literature, the upper limit of current spread would be
approximately 1.5 mm, with the lower limit of current spread being
0.2 mm [24]. That stimulation using adjacent electrode contacts
(edge to edge distance 0.5 mm apart) resulted in disappearance of
locomotion suggests the effective spread was less than 0.5 mm.
Subjects were placed into the open field, an enclosed area
(approximately 3 � 4 m), with rubber mat flooring to prevent
slippage during assessments. DBS and EMG recordings were con-
ducted using the Trellis software (Ripple LLC, Salt Lake City, UT). A
separate experimenter video recorded these sessions using a
smartphone (30 frames/s, 1920 � 1080 resolution). Behaviors such
as freezing, vocalizations, cowering, rotation, and locomotion
occurring during stimulation were recorded.
Manual treadmill testing

Subjects’ DBS and EMG electrodes were connected to the Ripple
Neuro Scout system as described for the open field assessments.
The subject was outfitted in a custom-made vest/harness and
placed on our custom-built manual treadmill. This manual tread-
mill was constructed from an aluminum frame with plexiglass
walls on either side, and a belt section constructed from an in-
dustrial roller conveyor outfitted with a treaded rubber belt. Large
diameter (12 inches) rigid polyvinyl chloride tubes affixed to nylon
wheels were placed at each end of the frame to allow for smooth
transition and cycling of the treadmill. A magnet-based custom
speedometer/odometer was constructed using a magnetic reed
switch and an Arduino processor positioned on the treadmill frame
adjacent to a wheel fitted with magnets. Based on the diameter of
the wheel with magnets, Arduino code was written to calculate the
speed of the treadmill given successive triggers of the reed switch
by the magnets on the wheel.

Soft reflective ball markers were attached to key joints of the
subject using Velcro attachments. A 6-camera Vicon MX motion
capture system (Vicon, Oxford, UK) was used to record kinematics
data, sampled at 120Hz using the Vicon Nexus 2.9 software. Thus,
limb EMG activity, treadmill speed, kinematics data, and video re-
cordings were collected from locomotion trials testing the various
DBS electrodes and stimulation parameters.
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Histology and immunohistochemistry

Under anesthesia, animals were perfused intracardially with a
prefix solution containing 0.9% NaCl þ Heparin and fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde in PBS, and brains and spinal cords were
removed and post-fixed for 48h in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS.
The tissue was then rinsed in PBS and cryoprotected using gradi-
ents of sucrose for 3 days. Tissue was sectioned into 40-mm sagittal
serial sections using a slidingmicrotome. Cholinergic neurons were
visualized by incubating tissue sections for 24h with a goat anti-
choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) primary antibody (AB144P, Milli-
pore/Sigma) 1:500 in 0.1 M PBS containing 0.3% Triton X-100 and
5% Donkey Serum at 4 �C in gentle agitation. Sections were then
incubated for 90 min using an Alexa Fluor 594 donkey anti-goat
secondary antibody (A-11058, Thermo-Fisher Scientific) at 1:200.
Control tissue sections were exposed to the secondary antibody
only to discern actual labelling from autofluorescence. A series of
sections were stained with Cresyl Violet staining to identify
neuronal clusters. Briefly, sections were mounted on glass slides,
dried for 1h at room temperature, coated with Vectashield þ DAPI
(Vector Laboratories), then cover-slipped and stored in the dark at
4 �C. The sections were then scanned and captured using a VS120
Olympus Slide scanner equipped with a digital camera (Pike
Fe505C from Allied Vision). Examination of cells was performed
using a Zeiss Axioline microscope and Stereo Investigator 5.0
(Microbrightfield Bioscience, Inc., Williston, VT, United States).
Images were viewed using FIJI NIH software (Schneider et al., 2012).
Electrode localization

Electrodes were localized in vivo and blinded to behavioral
outcomes, to ensure accurate and unbiased correlation of contact
positions to behavioral effects. This was done using a post-
operative CT scan (0.6 mm slices) in the Neuroimaging Infor-
matics Technology Initiative (NifTI) format, which was rigidly
registered to the pre-operative individual MRI using SPM12
(Wellcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging; https://www.fil.ion.ucl.
ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/) [25]. These images were used to
localize contact positions onto a population-averaged MRI brain
template [20], by applying the transformations generated during
the construction of this non-linear template to the corresponding
rigidly registered CT images. Electrode localizations were per-
formed using Lead-DBS software (https://www.lead-dbs.org/) [26],
implemented in MATLAB 9.9 R2020b (The Mathworks Inc., Natick,
MA). This method was confirmed in early animals (N ¼ 3 animals)
by comparing electrode track positions from histological sections. A
separate 3D NifTI object estimating the position of the cholinergic
cluster of neurons delineating the PPN was created based on ChAT
immunohistochemistry in the pig brainstem (N ¼ 3 animals) and
superimposed with electrode positions for anatomical context.
Statistical analyses

For all tests, an a threshold of 0.05 was set to determine sta-
tistical significance. RStudio was used to perform statistical ana-
lyses. Data normality was tested with the Shapiro-Wilk test, and
differences were interrogated with the Wilcoxon-rank sum test
when comparing DBS OFF to DBS ON, or using one-way ANOVA
when multiple DBS frequencies were tested in a single group of
animals. A linear regression was performed to calculate a line of

https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/
https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/
https://www.lead-dbs.org/
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best fit for evaluating the relationship between stimulation fre-
quency and locomotor speed as well as stepping frequency.

Results

Stereotaxic targeting and intraoperative stimulation of the MLR in
the Yucatan micropig

Stereotaxic targeting of theMLR in our animals (N¼ 14 animals)
was based on the F�elix pig brain atlas [22], ChAT immunohisto-
chemistry of the pig brainstem, and anatomical landmarks on pre-
operative MRI for our subjects (Fig. 1). The CnF is depicted on a
Fig. 1. Intraoperative stimulation of the MLR elicits locomotor-like EMG activity in the
depicts the location of the cuneiform nucleus (arrowhead, CnF), slightly inferior and anterior
to the anterior limit of the posterior commissure at midline. Right: ChAT immunohistochem
inset), traditionally defining the pedunculopontine nucleus, which is located ventral to the Cn
in (A), showing the cholinergic cluster ventral to electrode track. (D) Coronal and (E) sagitt
MRI. (F) Example of pre-op MRI/post-op CT fusion, with superimposition of post-mortem his
placement and sagittal section (left side) showing calculated positions of electrodes 0e3 (
cannula trajectory based on depth advanced. Bottom: EMG responses to stimulation of elect
traces from e1 and e2 are overlaid in red (left) and blue (right). Step cycle averages for e1
indicated. Repetitive EMG activity is observed with e1 and e2 stimulation, located within th
between trials. (H) Top: Coronal and sagittal views showing electrode position on CT sca
stimulation at each electrode position, using 20Hz or 50Hz stimulation. R: right, L: left, ECR:
anterior, SCL: step cycle length. For other atlas abbreviations please see Ref. [22]. G: From Nog
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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sagittal slice in the pig brain atlas at 4.6 mm lateral to the midline
and was used as one of our putative targets for the MLR (Fig. 1A).
Although the F�elix pig brain atlas does not delineate a PPN nucleus,
we designated our target for the PPN based on ChAT immunohis-
tochemistry (Fig. 1B and C), which revealed a cluster of cholinergic
neurons near the pontomesencephalic junction that has tradi-
tionally characterized the PPN [27,28]. Once we acquired an MRI of
our animals (N ¼ 14 animals) in the stereotaxic head frame, we
estimated coordinates for our CnF and PPN targets using the cere-
bral aqueduct, the borders of the midbrain, and the midline as
references. Trajectories were selected that were parallel to both the
sagittal and coronal axes of the atlas (Fig. 1D and E), and electrode
anesthetized pig. (A) Sagittal slice from F�elix et al. [22], at 4.6 mm lateral to midline
to the inferior colliculus. (B) Left: coronal slice from F�elix et al. [22], at 6 mm posterior
istry of a matched coronal slice, depicting a cluster of cholinergic neurons (green box,
F. (C) ChAT immunohistochemistry of a sagittal brainstem slice similar to the atlas view
al views of example planned electrode trajectories targeting the MLR on pre-operative
tology confirming electrode position via track. (G) Top: coronal view, bilateral electrode
e0, e1, e2, e3). Positions are approximations of the electrode size overlaid on the MRI
rodes 0e3 on left side. Rectified and high pass filtered (>2Hz) traces of individual EMG
and e2 are shown on right of each muscle, with the number of step cycles averaged
e cuneiform and adjacent subcuneiform region. EMG gain for each muscle is constant
n superimposed onto brain MRI of another animal. Bottom: Heart rate responses to
extensor carpi radialis; FCU: flexor carpi ulnaris; LG: lateral gastrocnemius, TA: tibialis
a et al. [18], with permission. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
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positions were confirmed using CT/MRI fusion (N ¼ 14 animals;
Fig. 1F). After advancing electrodes to our estimated targets,
intraoperative stimulation (N ¼ 14 animals) was applied unilater-
ally (left and right) to assess potential effects. Although the anes-
thetized animals did not exhibit actual locomotion, wewere able to
measure rhythmic and alternating movements in the limbs that
could be detected through EMG recordings (N¼ 4 animals; Fig. 1G).
These intraoperative EMG recordings demonstrated that EMG re-
sponses varied significantly even using adjacent contacts (edges
0.5 mm apart), suggesting that optimal targeting is important
(Fig. 1G). Intraoperative stimulation of this region also appeared to
evoke changes in heart rate (Fig. 1H) despite minimal gross limb
movements, suggesting direct activation of brainstem cardiovas-
cular centers [1,29e32].
Electrical stimulation of the MLR evokes locomotion in the freely
moving pig

To characterize the MLR in the freely moving pig, we implanted
DBS electrodes into putative MLR sites of subjects and used a
Fig. 2. Identification of MLR in the Yucatan micropig. (A) Experimental setup for locom
electrodes and harnessed into a manual treadmill. Reflective ball markers are placed on maj
locomotion. (B) Example of electrode track in a sagittal slice of the brainstem at 4.5 mm later
CInf: inferior colliculus; CSi: intermediate layer of superior colliculus; CSp: deep layer of su
fasciculus; LC: locus coeruleus; CnF: cuneiform nucleus; NMV: mesencephalic nucleus of t
positus hypoglossi. (C, D) Examples of MLR DBS initiating locomotion from rest (n ¼ 8 trials M
width, 8e12s duration) in one animal, with short latency to onset of EMG burst activity (E)
maximum speed compared to spontaneous bouts of locomotion (n ¼ 35 trials of MLR evoke
test, *** denotes p < 0.001). A: Adapted from Noga et al. [18], with permission.
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custom-built manual treadmill that allowed the subjects to walk or
run freely (Fig. 2A and B). DBS of putative MLR sites in 10 of 14
subjects initiated locomotion from rest, suggesting the existence of
an MLR in pigs, as has been described in other vertebrates inves-
tigated to date [1e5,33e35] (Fig. 2C and D; Supplementary Video
1). EMG recordings during these stimulations confirmed that these
responses were short-latency responses (Fig. 2E; mean latency to
EMG burst ¼ 759 ± 118 ms, n ¼ 100 trials, N ¼ 10 animals), and
treadmill trials comparing MLR-evoked locomotion to spontaneous
bouts of locomotion showed higher maximum speeds in the former
(Fig. 2F; N ¼ 6 animals, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.001).

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.brs.2021.02.017
MLR stimulation frequency controls locomotor speed and stepping
frequency

MLR stimulation augmented ongoing locomotion in all animals
where it initiated locomotion. To increase our confidence that we
had targeted the MLR, we tested if stimulation frequency could
otor assessments in the freely moving pig. Subjects are connected to DBS and EMG
or joints bilaterally, to simultaneously acquire speed, EMG, and kinematics data during
al to midline, with superimposition of anatomical features from the pig brain atlas [22].
perior colliculus; CSs: superficial layer of superior colliculus; FLD: dorsal longitudinal
rigeminal; NVI: nucleus of CN VI; PCS: superior cerebellar peduncle; PH: nucleus pre-
LR DBS, 7 trials spontaneous; left side unilateral stimulation, 0.1 mA, 20Hz, 1 ms pulse

. For video see Supplementary Video 1. (F) MLR-evoked locomotion results in a higher
d locomotion, 14 trials of spontaneous locomotion; N ¼ 6 animals; Wilcoxon rank-sum

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.brs.2021.02.017
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control locomotor speed or the frequency of locomotor movements
e a hallmark of the MLR reported in prior studies in other species
(Fig. 3) [3,5,33,36]. Simple linear regressions were calculated to
predict stepping frequency and locomotor speed based on stimu-
lation frequency (Fig. 3C and D). A significant regression equation
was found to predict stepping frequency based on stimulation
frequency (F (1,34) ¼ 26.37, p < 0.001), with an R2 of 0.707 (N ¼ 3
animals, 3 trials per animal per stimulation frequency). Similarly, a
significant regression equation was found to predict locomotor
speed based on stimulation frequency (F (1,34) ¼ 17.81, p < 0.001),
with an R2 of 0.624 (N ¼ 3 animals, 3 trials per animal per stimu-
lation frequency).
Effective sites for evoking locomotion cluster near the cuneiform
nucleus and dorsal pedunculopontine nucleus

When the active contacts that were effective at evoking loco-
motion were plotted onto a population-averaged MRI brain tem-
plate that was generated for the Yucatan micropig [20], we found
that these contacts were grouped dorsal to the cluster of cholin-
ergic neurons delineating the PPN, with the most ventral of these
Fig. 3. MLR stimulation frequency controls locomotor output. (A) Representative rectifie
shown during a treadmill trial, where MLR stimulation is applied at 20Hz, 30Hz, 40Hz, and
time. (C) Relationship between stimulation frequency and stepping frequency. (D) Relationsh
triceps, Brach: brachialis, TA: tibialis anterior, LG: lateral gastrocnemius, FL: forelimb, HL: h
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contacts reaching themost dorsal aspect of the cholinergic group of
cells (Fig. 4A, D-F). Contacts that were positioned too medially
presentedwith significant off-target effects that precluded effective
locomotion, including freezing, cowering, and rotating behaviors
(Fig. 4AeC).
Electrical stimulation nearby MLR sites evoke behaviors that may
prevent locomotion

Electrode contacts in or along the border of the periaqueductal
gray and in the superior colliculus commonly elicited defensive
behaviors, ranging from freezing to defensive vocalizations and
cowering (Fig. 5A). Loud and high-frequency vocalizations and
posturing were frequently observed prior to retreat (Fig. 5B and C;
Supplementary Video 2). Aversive responses such as freezing,
cowering, and vocalizations stopped immediately with turning off
stimulation (Fig. 5B). In two animals, we observed exploratory
behavior, where the animal appeared to vigorously scan its envi-
ronment (Supplementary Video 3).

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.brs.2021.02.017
d and high pass filtered (>2Hz) EMG traces for extensors and flexors of each limb are
50Hz successively. (B) Traces showing stepping frequency and locomotor speed over
ip between stimulation frequency and maximum locomotor speed. R: right, L: left, Tri:
indlimb. A,B: modified with permission from Noga et al. [18].

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.brs.2021.02.017


Fig. 4. Summary of stimulation sites and elicited behavioral effects. Unilaterally stimulated electrode contact positions are overlaid on coronal slices at (A) 6 mm, (B) 5.5 mm,
and (C) 4.5 mm posterior to the anterior limit of the posterior commissure on the F�elix pig brain atlas [22]. The behaviors elicited with electrical stimulation were classified as
shown in the legend in (A) and used to color code the electrode contact positions based on the behavior observed with stimulation. The ChAT immunohistochemistry of a matched
coronal slice of the pig brainstem is included on the right side of the P 6 mm atlas slice to demonstrate the relative position of cholinergic neurons. (D) Parasagittal, (E) left oblique,
and (F) right oblique three-dimensional views of effective electrode contacts for locomotion (green) are mirrored and plotted on the right side of the brainstem. The position of the
cholinergic cluster of neurons representing the PPN are shown bilaterally (red) and the positions of implanted Medtronic 3389 electrodes are mirrored and plotted on the left side of
the brainstem. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. Off-target stimulation results in defensive behaviors. (A) Timeline for an example open field assessment trial is depicted, with off-target stimulation of increasing current.
Behaviors ranged from freezing, to defensive vocalizations and cowering, as well as escape locomotion, depending on the intensity of stimulation. (B) Example audio spectrogram of
spontaneous grunts, alongside defensive grunts and barks evoked with electrical stimulation. (C) Successive stills from a video depicting a typical evoked asymmetric cowering
response in the open field. For full video see Supplementary Video 2.
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Discussion

In this study, we stimulated putative MLR sites in the Yucatan
micropig and characterized the effects on locomotion, as well as
nearby off-target effects. Importantly, these off-target effects
actively prevented effective locomotion, demonstrating the signif-
icance of electrode position. Within the MLR, DBS in intact pigs
reliably initiates and strongly facilitates locomotion, suggesting
that MLR DBS may evoke supraphysiological levels of locomotor
activity [18]. We also found that effective stimulation sites cluster
around the CnF and the dorsal PPN, consistent with prior literature
in cats [1,3,37] and in rodents [38]. This observation also coincides
with recent optogenetic studies in mice, which demonstrate that
activation of glutamatergic neurons in the CnF has the strongest
effect on initiating locomotion [9e11]. Notably, this may have
clinical relevance given that most DBS studies in this region have
targeted the slightly ventral PPN and may, at least in part, explain
the mixed and less than satisfactory outcomes to date [8]. Our re-
sults suggest that targeting more dorsally, towards the CnF, may
maximize the locomotor effects of MLR DBS, and this is supported
by a recent PPN DBS study, which found that in Parkinson’s disease
patients with gait freezing, the best gait outcomes were associated
with more dorsal active contact positions [39]. Finally, computer
modeling studies of DBS in this region indicate that lead shifts of as
little as 1 mm significantly decrease target activation selectivity,
supporting that this degree of mistargeting is not trivial [40].

Mechanistically, glutamatergic neurons in the MLR activate
reticulospinal and monoaminergic neurons in the medulla, which
project to spinal locomotor networks to promote gait [1,41]. Since
the chronaxie of myelinated axons is typically orders of magnitude
lower than that of cell bodies, DBS in theMLR likely exerts its effects
mostly through axons entering, leaving, or passing through the
region, rather than through the cells within the MLR directly [42].
Thus, while tracing studies and optogenetic dissection can identify
the cells, and even components of cells, that are likely to evoke
specific circuit functions, this information should be supplemented
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with electrical mapping to confirm the optimal electrode locations
and stimulation parameters for DBS to elicit similar functional ef-
fects. Other important considerations include the diameter, mem-
brane properties, and orientation of axons both in the circuit of
interest as well as in functionally distinct nearby circuits. Through
electrical mapping, we empirically determined the electrode po-
sitions, as well as the stimulation parameters, that optimally eli-
cited locomotion while minimizing off-target effects.

Off-target effects

Our study revealed several off-target effects of stimulation in
this region, most notably, a range of defensive behaviors that pre-
vented locomotion. Freezing, defensive vocalizing, and asymmetric
cowering were elicited, by DBS near the superior colliculus and the
periaqueductal gray e two structures implicated in defensive
behavior in animals [43e45]. In two animals, we observed
exploratory behavior, evoked by low frequency (20Hz) stimulation
of the lateral periaqueductal gray, which at higher frequencies
(50Hz), elicited explosive galloping. While this seemed initially
contradictory, it could make sense in the context of a risk percep-
tion spectrume lower levels of risk perceptionmay elicit behaviors
such as exploration of an environment, or freezing, while higher
levels of risk perception may elicit defensive vocalizations, cow-
ering, and escape. Alternatively, current spread from this region to
neighboring regions could explain both the exploratory locomotion
(PPN) and galloping (CnF) observed. For instance, the exploratory
behavior we recorded was strikingly similar to that evoked by
optogenetic stimulation of PPN glutamatergic neurons in mice in
the hole-board test [9].

Rotating behaviors were also observed, primarily with contacts
positioned medially and ventral to the CnF. These were predomi-
nantly ipsiversive rotations that the subjects appeared to resist
unsuccessfully, although, in some instances, contraversive rotations
were also seen. Similar observations have been documented with
electrical or chemical stimulation of this region in rodents, though
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therewas no clear consensus on the underlyingmechanism [46,47].
Based on the regional anatomy, the decussation of the tectospinal
tract could potentially contribute to this turning behavior. Alter-
natively, with the recent demonstration that Chx10-expressing V2a
reticulospinal neurons control ipsilaterally orienting movements
and locomotion in mice, it may be that some of our observed
turning behavior was the result of activating inputs to these specific
reticulospinal neurons [48,49]. Finally, a few instances of grimacing
(N ¼ 2 animals) and ataxia (N ¼ 2 animals) were evoked with
stimulation ventral to the CnF. While based on a small number of
data, these observations may have involved stimulation of the su-
perior cerebellar peduncle (ataxia) and the medial or lateral
lemniscus (grimacing). Stimulation of these regions would be
cautioned in patients to avoid these potential side effects.

Conclusion

Acute DBS of the MLR in a freely moving pig model demon-
strated robust initiation and significant augmentation of locomo-
tion, with locomotor output controlled by stimulation frequency
(20e50Hz). Electrode positions that were effective in initiating
locomotion centered around the CnF and the dorsal part of the PPN,
supporting previous basic science studies that have electrically
mapped the best MLR sites in cats [1,3,36,37,50], as well as recent
optogenetics and clinical studies on the region [9e11,39]. Off-target
effects indicate the involvement of this region in fear and evasive
activity. Recognizing that most stimulation is effected through
activation of axon bundles, we think that 3-dimensional diffusion
tensor mapping of regional anisotropy may inform the develop-
ment of a detailed computational model of this region. Such maps
may provide a useful in silico companion to our animal model, to
more comprehensively query electrode positions and configura-
tions optimally activating axonal elements of interest in the MLR,
especially when considering newer and more complex directional
electrodes. Our results support that targeting the CnF for DBS in
Parkinson’s Disease patients with freezing of gait may warrant
investigation [13].
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